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By clicking on the cover of each book you will be redirected to an outside website for

purchase of the book.  These websites are not affiliated with Decoding Dyslexia CA.

Patricia Polacco is now one of America’s most loved children’s book creators, but once

upon a time, she was a little girl named Trisha starting school. Trisha could paint and draw

beautifully, but when she looked at words on a page, all she could see was jumble. It took a

very special teacher to recognize little Trisha’s dyslexia: Mr. Falker, who encouraged her to

overcome her reading disability. Patricia Polacco will never forget him, and neither will we.

 

When Adam started kindergarten,

the teacher wanted him to learn

about letters. But “p” looked like “q,”

and “b” looked like “d.” In first grade,

he had to put the letters into words

so he could read. That was the
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beginning of the Alphabet War.

 

 

Hank stars the same Hank as in the bestselling Hank Zipzer

series, only this time he’s in 2nd grade! Hank is a kid who

doesn’t try to be funny, but he somehow always makes the kids

in his class laugh. He’s pretty bad at memorizing stuff, and

spelling is his worst subject. (But so are math and reading!) In

the first book in this new series, Hank’s class is putting on a

play, and Hank wants the lead part: Aqua Fly. But he freezes in

his audition and can only buzz like a fly. His teacher creates a special part for Hank, a silent

bookmark. This may seem like an insignificant role, but when his enemy, Nick McKelty,

freezes during the performance, it’s up to Hank to save the play!

When Lily’s teacher announces that the children will read in

front of their parents, Lily finally finds the courage to tell her

mother about her problem. By working together, Lily’s mom,

teacher, and friend Grace find a way to help Lily understand that

she has very important strengths and talents. With hard work

and new confidence, Lily surprises everyone — even herself —

by the time the parents come to hear the kids read.

 

These attractively illustrated picture storybooks encourage kids

never to be afraid of a challenge. Following each story are four

pages of suggested activities that relate to the book’s theme. A

final two-page section offers advice to parents. The child in this

story knows the alphabet, but she sometimes has trouble

putting all the letters together to read words. No matter how

hard she tries, she often mixes up the letters or writes them

backwards. She’s unhappy until her teacher explains that she has dyslexia, and that she

can be helped to read and write correctly.

 

These beautifully illustrated and fun-to-read storybooks simplify and normalize complicated

childhood conditions, like dyslexia. When read aloud, other children can identify why a peer

may be treated differently and begin to empathize with them. In addition, children whose

conditions set them apart as being different begin to feel accepted and safe. Each book

includes a Kids’ Quiz to reinforce new information and Ten Tips for Teachers to provide
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additional facts and ideas for teacher use. In Taking Dsylexia to

School, a young boy with dyslexia shares how difficult school

has been for him. With help from his teachers and parents, he

learns new techniques for school success.

My friend Darius has a disability

called dyslexia. But that doesnt

matter to us. We make our own

comics, help each other with our

homework, and volunteer at a

nearby animal shelter. Im glad

Marius is my friend!

 

 

This revised edition about Alex, a child with learning disabilities, has been updated with

completely new illustrations and reflects the use of the latest tactile techniques used in

schools. In this story, Alex is inventing a cookie snatcher, but his lack of reading skills and

impatience means that he needs extra help. There are new

discussion starters for parents and professionals, and positive

solutions are presented to help build a positive image for the

learning-disabled child.

 

Katie always thought her dad was smart; he is one of the

busiest attorneys in town! People are always asking him for

advice! She has been a bit confused since asking him for help

with her weekly spelling list. How can her very smart dad

struggle with one of her spelling words? This definitely didn’t

make sense. The word Mississippi has changed everything…

 

 

Inspired by the true life experiences of Henry Winkler, whose

undiagnosed dyslexia made him a classic childhood

underachiever, the Hank Zipzer series is about the high-spirited

and funny adventures of a boy with learning differences.
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All five books in the blockbuster

Percy Jackson and the Olympians

series, in paperback, have been

collected in a boxed set fit for

demigods. Now with glorious new

cover art and packaged with a

special poster, this value-priced set

includes the best-selling The Lightning Thief, The Sea of Monsters, The Titan’s Curse, The

Battle of the Labyrinth, and The Last Olympian. Whether it is for readers who are

experiencing Percy’s thrilling adventures with Greek gods and monsters for the first time, or

for fans who want to devour the saga again, this gift will be prized by young and old.

 

Ally has been smart enough to fool a lot of smart people. Every

time she lands in a new school, she is able to hide her inability

to read by creating clever yet disruptive distractions.  She is

afraid to ask for help; after all, how can you cure dumb?

However, her newest teacher Mr. Daniels sees the bright,

creative kid underneath the trouble maker. With his help, Ally

learns not to be so hard on herself and that dyslexia is nothing

to be ashamed of. As her confidence grows, Ally feels free to be herself and the world starts

opening up with possibilities. She discovers that there’s a lot more to her—and to everyone

—than a label, and that great minds don’t always think alike.

Delaney was diagnosed with dyslexia. What does that mean?

How should she explain dyslexia to her friends and her

teachers? Will Delaney learn to read, write and spell? Can she

be successful in school? Understand dyslexia through the eyes

of an eight year-old girl and learn how to explain dyslexia to

school-aged children.

 

 

Click here for a complete list of suggested books
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